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Supplies
Stickers
Green two tone stars paper :
Spica glitter pens :
Magnolia stamp: #282 Standing Tilda http://www.magnoliastamps.us
Red ribbon/ Corner rounder punch/
Red cardstock 11" x 12"
Scor-Mat and Scor-Tape
NOTE: All scoring is done on the right side of the paper.
Step 1: With the 11" edge at the top and left fence, score at 4 and 7 inch.
Step 2: With the 12" edge at the top align the left edge of the paper at the ¼" mark. Score at
1". Move laeft edge of paper back to left fence, score at 5" and 8".

Step 3: Cut as shown.

Step 4: On the 11" length flaps, align paper between the 5 and 8 inch
grooves, make a pencil mark on the RIGHT side of the paper at
6 1/2". Do the same on the other flap.
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Step 5: Crease all folds. Remember the score line is on the right side of the paper and it
remains on the outside of the fold.
Step 6: Align paper on Scor-Pal (the photo shows the ScorMat, it can be done this way but you getter a better score
if you use the grooves) so that you line up the pencil mark with
the inside cut right angle.
Look at dashed lines. Repeat on other flap. Fold in the flaps,
crease well.

Step 7: Assemble into triangular box. Use Scor-Tape. Only
glue one set of flaps in place for the bottom of the box. The
other end is the lid.
To make it easier for the person to open the lid when it is
closed I decided to insert a loop of ribbon. I punched a
hole near the point of the flap, made a ribbon loop and
pulled it up through the hole. Worked like a charm – Diana.
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